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Estimating year-class strength—the number of larvae hatched in a given year—from survey data is key to investigating ﬁsh population dynamics.
Year-class strength can be estimated from catch-at-age data using catch curves. In practice, most catch-curve assumptions are violated, which can
result in spurious estimates of year-class strength. Among the simplifying assumptions is that pooling individuals into annual age-classes provides a
representation of the population age structure that is adequate for estimating mortality. This oversimpliﬁcation is unnecessary when age data are
available at ﬁner scales, and can lead to biased results. We present a new method to estimate past year-class strength with a set of equations that
apply to each sampled individual. Through the reconstruction of individual histories from hatch to capture, this approach takes full advantage of
the individual resolution of survey data, enables the incorporation of the processes that violate catch-curve assumptions, and provides more
accurate year-class strength estimates.
Keywords: catch curve, individual-based, mortality, selectivity, survey data, year-class strength.

Introduction
Year-class strength is broadly defined as the number of fish spawned
or hatched in a given year (Ricker, 1975). Estimating year-class
strength from field samples is key to investigating the environmental
drivers of fish abundance (Koonce et al., 1977; Stevens, 1977),
evaluating the effectiveness of management strategies (Catalano
et al., 2009), interpreting trends in past and future catches
(Gudmundsdottir et al., 2007; Planque et al., 2012; Nagid et al.,
2015), and assessing potential effects of global change on fish populations (Ottersen and Loeng, 2000).
The simplest method for inferring year-class strength relies on
the application of the catch-curve equation (Baranov, 1918).
According to this equation, the number of individuals in a population decreases exponentially as a function of age, provided a series of
assumptions are met, including the assumption of constant mortality. Age-specific catches must be proportionally related to abundance and this relationship must be constant over time. Thus,
information on the number of captures at age allows the initial
number of age-0 individuals in the population to be backcalculated. This mathematical reconstruction is the starting point
of an array of methods that have enabled estimation of year-class
strength from juvenile fish surveys (Cowx and Frear, 2004) and
# International

reconstruction of daily hatch-date frequency distributions from
larval and juvenile fish surveys (Methot, 1983; Campana and
Jones, 1992; Fortier and Quiñonez-Velazquez, 1998).
Catch-curve analyses further enable the estimation of the total
mortality rate (Z) in a population; in such applications, Z is estimated by the exponential rate of decrease in age frequency data
(Robson and Chapman, 1961). As such, catch curves are instrumental tools for assessing stock status (e.g. Thorson and Prager, 2011)
and informing harvest strategies (Wayte and Klaer, 2010) from a
limited amount of data. For a population that is sampled in a
single year, each age corresponds to a different year-class (with
earlier year-classes being sampled at older ages), and mortality estimates may be valid only under the assumption of constant year-class
strength (Robson and Chapman, 1961). Alternatively, departures
from the exponential decrease in catch-at-age may be interpreted
as a signal of changing year-class strength, which forms the basis
of the catch-curve residuals approach (Maceina, 1997; Catalano
et al., 2009). For fisheries-independent surveys that are repeated
over multiple years, year-classes may be observed at several ages
and analysed separately (Pope, 1972; Ricker, 1975; Serns, 1986).
This approach to year-class strength estimation is referred to as
the cohort method (Tetzlaff et al., 2011) or the longitudinal catchcurve method (Tuckey et al., 2007).
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The IBA we describe estimates year-class strength as the number
of age-0 individuals released into the environment that later resulted
in the capture of each fish. This contrasts with the application of the
catch-curve method which estimates the number of age-0 individuals released into the environment that later resulted in the
capture of a given number of individuals across all ages. Based on
the reconstruction of individual histories, from hatch to capture,
our IBA takes full advantage of the individual resolution of commonly available survey data, incorporates the processes that are
assumed constant for catch-curve analysis, and provides more
accurate estimates of year-class strength.
To demonstrate the method, an individual-based population
dynamics model was used to generate several simulated survey datasets. For illustration, the simulations were based on a hypothetical
northern hemisphere, spring-hatching, moderately long-lived fish.
From the simulated survey data (where the actual year-class strength
is known), we estimated year-class strength using both the catchcurve method and the novel IBA and compared outputs to assess
the performance of each method. We also investigated the effects
of violating several of the catch-curve assumptions by changing
population-level mortality rates and survey sampling regimes.

Methods
Individual-based population dynamics model
The population model (Figure 1) was designed to generate data
mimicking real-world survey data with a monthly resolution. Over
a 10-year simulation, a set number of larvae were added to the population each year around April (50% in April, 25% in March and May),
and for each individual, ageing, growth, survival, and probability
of observation by the survey were computed for each month.

Ageing
Each individual starts its life with a biological age in months (AgeM)
and an age-class in years (AgeC) set to zero. At the end of each
month, the biological age is incremented by 1; every January, the
age-class is incremented by 1.

Growth
Individual growth was simulated as a deviation from a mean von
Bertalanffy growth model, the parameters of which were assumed
to be k = 0.2 and L1 = 100 cm. Individuals start their growth trajectory from an initial length randomly generated from a normal
distribution with a mean of 0.5 cm and a standard deviation of
0.2 cm. An individual grows from its initial length to an asymptotic
length (L1) randomly generated from a normal distribution with
mean of L1 and a standard deviation of 10 cm. L1 values are generated once per individual and stored during simulations. To account
for the often observed negative correlation between k and L1, k was
computed as a function of L1:
k = −0.00125L1 + 0.325.

(1)

As a result, k ranged from 0.15 to 0.25 over the range of L1 values
(ca. 140 to 60 cm) and equalled 0.2 (k = k) when L1 = L1 . To
simulate a rapid increase in length-at-age variability during the
first year of life, a growth rate deviation was randomly generated
from a normal distribution with mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.03 at the start of the simulation for each individual.
This deviation was added to k at each time-step during the first
year of life (i.e. 12 months). To update the length of each individual
at each time-step, a linearization of the von Bertalanffy equation was
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The assumptions of the catch-curve approach are: (i) mortality is
constant among ages and over time, (ii) selectivity of the sampling
gear is constant over time, (iii) fish availability is constant in space
and time, (iv) catch is proportional to abundance, (v) in the case
of subsampling, subsamples are proportional to the survey catch
and constant over time, (vi) there is no emigration/immigration occurring in the population, and (vii) individuals are aged without
error. In essence, after pooling sampled individuals by year-class,
an estimate of year-class strength is given by the y-intercept of a
linear regression of log-transformed counts-at-age.
In reality, most of the assumptions underlying the catch-curve
approach are violated (Dunn et al., 2002; Catalano et al., 2009),
thus requiring modifications of the simple approach outlined
above (Xiao, 2005; Schnute and Haigh, 2007; Wayte and Klaer,
2010; Thorson and Prager, 2011). One core issue that is common
to all approaches utilizing catch-at-age data is that sampled individuals are pooled into discrete (integer) age-classes. This disregards
the uniqueness of individual histories from hatch to capture, generates inaccuracies, and results in computations that do not take advantage of the resolution of the available data afforded from
sampled fish that are aged individually. This may also introduce
bias if fish are not sampled exactly on a round number of years
after their hatch date, otherwise individuals are either younger or
older than their assigned age.
One numerical approach to account for the effect of individual
variability on population-level processes is to apply individualbased models (IBMs) (e.g. DeAngelis and Mooij, 2005). Since
their early use in fisheries science (Beyer and Laurence, 1980;
DeAngelis et al., 1980), IBMs have been instrumental in clarifying
ecological questions spanning a wide range of scales, from larval trophodynamics (e.g. Fiksen and MacKenzie, 2002) to ecosystem-scale
species interactions (e.g. Rose et al., 2015). Drawing from the ability
of IBMs to explicitly account for individual variability, an individualbased approach (IBA) is used here to extract information from simulated survey data (mimicking real-world survey data) by accounting
for processes that result in the inclusion of each fish in the dataset.
Because some of the capture processes vary among individuals
(for example, the size-dependent gear selection of an individual),
such an approach should result in more accurate computations
than approaches that pool individuals within age classes (such as
the catch-curve approach).
The IBA was inspired by the approach adopted by larval fish
scientists for “hatch-date analysis” (Methot, 1983; Yoklavich and
Bailey, 1990; Campana and Jones, 1992; Fortier and QuiñonezVelazquez, 1998). The goal of this analysis is to adjust hatch-date
frequency distributions computed from field-caught larvae to
account for the underrepresentation of old individuals due to
mortality and dispersal. In essence, the hatch-date analysis has
the same goal as year-class strength estimation, which is to
derive an estimate of the initial number of larvae that later resulted
in the capture of individuals, but with a daily resolution. In
all methods, a certain pooling of individuals is required; by
age-classes within year-classes for year-class strength estimations,
or, by daily ages within hatch dates for hatch-date analyses. In this
study, the initial number of larvae that resulted in the capture of
each fish is estimated individually, before pooling year-classes
and summing individual-based estimates. By reconstructing
the series of events that resulted in the inclusion of each
individual in an observational dataset, the method improves the
accuracy of year-class strength estimates while avoiding the loss
of information caused by prematurely pooling data.
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used:

Survival
L(t)

k(L1 − L(t−1) )
,
= L(t−1) +
12

(2)

where L(t) is the length of an individual at time t, and the denominator of 12 allows the scaling of the annual growth to the monthly
time-step of the model (see inset in Figure 1).

Based on a given annual mortality rate Z (year21), the monthly
probability of dying (Pd) is computed for each individual at each
time-step as (e.g. Rose and Cowan, 1993):

Pd = 1 − e−Z/12 .

(3)
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Figure 1. Schematic of the computations occurring in each month (here, March of the 9th year) for each individual in the population dynamics
model, where a set number of larvae is added to the population each year around April. In each month, growth, survival, and probability of
observation by the survey are computed sequentially (AgeC, age-class in years; AgeM, age in months). Outputs from the growth submodel are shown
in inset with curves indicating the range, quartiles, and median of length-at-age. Observation implies that individual data (age-class, length, and date
of capture) are recorded. Figure modiﬁed from Thanassekos et al. (2014).
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as a function of its age in months (AgeM) as:


AgeM
AgeY = floor
,
12

(4)

where floor(x) returns the closest integer below x.

Observation
In the model, observation denotes capture of an individual by the
survey and subsequent processing for length and age information.

Figure 2. Parameters used in the population dynamics model. Natural mortality was either constant (set at M ¼ 0.83 year21, the mean of age 0 –5
years from the age-dependent mortality) or age-dependent (a). Time-varying ﬁshing mortality was set to arbitrary values (b). The proportion of ﬁsh
taken from a given sample and aged (Pa) was set to arbitrary values and is shown here for a sampling regime where multiple samples were collected in
some years from the simulated population (c). The two types of selection probabilities (Psel) used to subsample individuals were computed
according to Equations (5 and 6) (d).
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At each time-step, an individual survives and enters the next timestep if the probability of dying is less than a random number generated from a uniform distribution bounded between 0 and 1. Three
types of instantaneous mortality rates were separately used in the
model, (i) a constant natural mortality M (year21), (ii) an agedependent natural mortality M(age) (year21), and (iii) a combined
mortality Z(age,t) ¼ M(age) + F(t), where F(t) (year21) is a timevarying fishing mortality (Figure 2a and b).
For the age-dependent mortality, a mortality rate for a given individual was assigned by computing its biological age in years (AgeY)
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Psel1 =

1
,
1 + e−a(Length−b)

(5)

Simulations
A set of 25 simulated datasets was generated using the population
dynamics model (Table 2). These combine different mortality
rates and sampling regimes along with constant or variable
numbers of larvae released per year. In a given dataset, each row corresponded to an observed individual characterized by length (cm),
age-class (years), year of capture (CaptY, 1 –10), and month of
capture (CaptM, 1 –12). Independently of the method used to estimate year-class strength, the first step was to compute the year-class
of each individual as (HY, the year of hatch):
HY = CaptY − AgeC .

(7)

or a double-logistic function (i.e. dome-shaped selectivity):

Psel2 = 1 −

1
1 + e−c(Length−d)


×

1

,
1 + e−a(Length−b)

(6)

with parameters a ¼ 0.5; b ¼ 20; c ¼ 0.1; and d ¼ 50 (Figure 2d).
An individual is selected on a given sampling date if Psel is greater
than a random number generated from a uniform distribution
bounded between 0 and 1. During any given sampling event, not
every age-class available for capture is always sampled (Figure 3).
This has implications for the total number of individuals observed
at a given age (Thanassekos et al., 2012) and therefore for the fit of
catch-curves. To account for this process in the model, randomly
chosen age-classes were excluded from survey captures (referred
to as “missing age-classes”) in some simulations.
Ten sampling regimes were used to subsample individuals in the
model; this was accomplished by combining different sampling frequencies, proportions of individuals aged, selectivities, and the occurrence of missing age-classes in simulations (Table 1). Under the
most restrictive sampling regime (SR10), an individual was included
in model outputs if it (i) belonged to one of the randomly selected
age-classes, (ii) was selected by the gear, and (iii) was aged on a
given sampling date.

Subsequently, the catch-curve and the IBA were used to estimate
year-class strength using each simulated dataset.
In addition to the 25 simulated datasets mentioned above, a set
of simulations was designed to investigate the impact of variability
in natural mortality on year-class strength estimates. Based on
simulation S25 (Table 2), increasing levels of noise were added to
the age-dependent natural mortality assigned to each individual
at each time-step during simulations by generating random
mortality rates from a uniform distribution bound between
(M(age) − M(age) × Mvar ) and (M(age) + M(age) × Mvar ), where Mvar
varies between 10 and 100% and represents variability in the
mortality rate.

Year-class strength estimated using catch-curves
Using the catch-curve method, year-class strength is estimated as the
y-intercept of the linear regression of the log-transformed number
of individuals in each annual age-class. This method relies on
several assumptions (see the Introduction section) but has the advantage of providing an estimate of the mortality rate as determined
by the slope parameter of the regression. For a survey that is repeated
annually, year-classes (individuals hatched in the same year HY) are

Figure 3. Distribution of age-classes (circled numbers) from year-classes sampled on different dates (black triangles) over 10 years. When all
age-classes are sampled on all sampling dates (a), the number of times a year-class has been sampled (Ns) corresponds to the number of samples
collected after the hatch of that year-class. In reality, all age-classes are seldom sampled on each sampling date (b). The frequency of sampling shown
here corresponds to sampling regimes where multiple samples are taken in some years from the simulated population (SR6 –SR10, Table 1).
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Occasionally during field sampling, if the catch is too large and/or
ageing of fish is too costly, only a fraction of the individuals captured
are aged. To include this process in the model, the proportion of fish
aged (Pa) from a given sample was set as variable in some simulations
(Figure 2c). If on a given sampling date Pa , 1, then a Pa fraction of
all individuals available for capture on that date is randomly
observed. In addition, two length-dependent functions (Psel) were
applied to simulate length-dependent gear selectivity as either a
logistic function (i.e. asymptotic selectivity):
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Table 1. Sampling regimes used to subsample individuals in the
population dynamics model.
Sampling
regime
SR1

SR6
SR7
SR8
SR9
SR10

Pa
1

Missing
Psel AgeC
1
No

1
1
1
1

1
Pasel1
Pasel2
1

No
No
No
No

1

1

Nob

1

1

Yesc

Time-varyinga 1

Nob

Time-varyinga Pasel2 Nob
Time-varyinga Pasel2 Yesc

a

See Figure 2; bsee Figure 3a; csee Figure 3b.

sampled at different age-classes (Figure 3), and a catch-curve can be
fitted for each year-class. Using simulated datasets in which sampling occurred in several years (S13 –S25, Table 2), this method
was applied to counts-at-age for individuals pooled by year-class.
Year-class 10 could only be sampled at the age-class 0 in year 10
and was therefore always excluded. For multiple samples within a
year (SR6 –SR10, Table 1), counts-at-age were computed from
each sample separately providing multiple counts in a given ageclass, and catch-curves were fitted to the resulting set of points. In
simulations where counts-at-age did not decrease monotonically,
such as those including gear selectivity and the resulting underrepresentation of younger individuals, catch-curves were fitted to
the declining portion of the age data. Plots of these catch-curves
are given in Supplementary Figures S4 –S16. It must be noted that
catch curves provide an estimate of the initial number of age-0 individuals in the population. The age of individuals in observations
may range from 0 to ,1 year and these individuals may have experienced some mortality. This is in contrast to the IBA described below
which estimates the initial number of individuals in the population,
before mortality.

Larval
Mortality recruitment
M
Constant

Simulation Sampling regime
S1 –S12
SR1 (January to
December)
S13
SR2
S14
SR5
S15
SR6
S16
SR7
S17
SR8
S18
SR3
S19
SR4
S20
SR9
S21
SR2
S22
SR9
S23
SR9
S24
SR9
S25
SR10

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M(age)
M(age)
Z(age,t)
Z(age,t)
Z(age,t)

Simulations are denoted S1– S25, each resulting in the production of a given
simulated dataset. Sampling regimes are detailed in Table 1, mortality
(Figure 2) is either set as constant (M ), age-dependent [M(age)], or the
combination of age-dependent and ﬁshing mortality [Z(age,t)]. Larval
recruitment refers to the release of larvae in the model (50% in April, 25% in
March and May) and was either set as constant (30×106 individuals per year)
or as variable.

pooled by year-class (HY):
N(HY ) = NTl(HY ) × e−M×(a+1) .

In the model (and in the field), the fish captured are survivors
of natural mortality processes. Under constant natural mortality
(M, year21), the number of survivors (N) in a given age (a, year)
can be expressed as a function of the initial number of larvae (NTl,
the total number of larvae that hatched and have not yet experienced
mortality) as:
N = NTl × e−M×(a+1) .

(8)

Equation (8) applies to one year-class; however, for multiple yearclasses, the year-class of each individual must be computed
[Equation (7)] and Equation (8) is applied to counts of individuals

(9)

The actual survival rate or probability of surviving to a given age
a (Ps) is:
Ps = e−M×(a+1) .

(10)

The total number of larvae that hatched in a given year is the ratio of
the number of individuals from that year-class at a given age to their
probability of surviving to that age:
NTl(HY ) =

N(HY )
.
Ps

(11)

The number of larvae that hatched in a given year and resulted in the
survival of one individual is therefore:
Nl(HY ) =

Year-class strength estimated using the IBA
Mathematical basis

Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Variable
Variable

1
.
Ps

(12)

The total number of larvae that hatched in a given year and resulted
in the survival of N individuals from that year-class at a given age can
be expressed as the sum of estimates for each individual:
NTl(HY ) =



N(HY )

Nl(HY ) .

(13)

1

In this basic example, combining Equations (12) and (13) is equivalent to using Equation (11). In reality, for an individual to be
observed by the survey, it has to survive, be captured, and its age
must be determined. The combination of all events leading to the
observation of an individual is the probability of being observed
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SR2
SR3
SR4
SR5

Frequency
Once in 1 of 12 months,
in year 10
Every June
Every June
Every June
June 1; February 4;
September 5; March
8; December 10
Multiple samples in
years 1; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10
Multiple samples in
years 1; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10
Multiple samples in
years 1; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10
Multiple samples in
years 1; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10
Multiple samples in
years 1; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10

Table 2. Conﬁgurations of the model used to simulate the
population dynamics.
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(PO). The number of larvae that hatched in a given year and resulted
in the observation of one individual is therefore:
Nl(HY ) =

1
.
PO

(14)

NTl(HY ) =

N(HY )

Nl(HY )
.
Ns(HY )

1

(15)

Since year-class strength (NTl) is computed as the mean of estimates
across samples, it is also possible to compute the range of estimates
(i.e. minimum and maximum) when a year-class is sampled more
than once. The range of the estimate will be shown along with the
mean estimate for each year-class in the results. Once the probability
of observing each individual is determined, Equations (14) and (15)
must be computed to provide an individual-based estimate of yearclass strength.

The probability of being observed (PO)
For an individual, the probability of being observed is its probability
of being collected and processed by the survey. The computation of
this probability will depend on the organism, the sampling protocol,
and the nature of the observation. Here, for a fish sampled and consequently aged by otolithometry, PO takes the form:
PO = Ps × Ppres × Psel × Pa × Ppop ,

(16)

where each variable is either a probability or a proportion that ranges
between 0 and 1. Ps is the probability of surviving up to the time of
capture and Ppres the probability of being present at the time and
location of sampling. This latter variable is defined as availability
and corresponds to the probability of being at the location and
depth at which the sampling gear was deployed on a given day.
Psel is the probability of being selected by the gear, Pa the proportion
of the fish sampled that were aged, and Ppop the proportion of
the population sampled. For a trawl survey and assuming a homogeneous distribution of the population, Ppop is the ratio of the
volume of the sample to the volume of the population. The
volume of the sample is determined by the size of the opening of
the net and the tow duration, whereas the volume of the population
corresponds to the volume of the habitat occupied by the population. Psel and Pa were discussed in the Individual-based population
dynamics model section; we assumed that the entire population was
sampled on a given sampling date, thus Ppres and Ppop were set to 1, a
simplification that will be revisited in the discussion. The remaining
variable, Ps, depends on the cumulative mortality experienced by
an individual from hatch to capture; its estimation is described in
the section that follows.

The probability of surviving (Ps)
A major simplification associated with the traditional approach to
mortality computations is that the age of individuals is computed
in years, i.e. rounded to an integer. For an individual hatched in
April, such rounding would be valid only if it was captured in
April of a consecutive year. Fish captured in other months have
therefore experienced either more or less than a full year of mortality. To avoid this bias, the age of an individual may be estimated with
more accuracy, provided the species is characterized by a known and
short hatching period. The method described here, which is based
on a monthly resolution to match the time-step of the population
model, relies on the distinction between date and time. Here, a
date is composed of a year (from 1 to 10) and a month (from 1 to
12), while time is the number of months elapsed since a given starting date (Figure 4).
For a given individual observed by the survey, its age-class, year of
capture, and month of capture are known, and, its year-class is the
difference between its year of capture and its age-class [Equation
(7)]. Knowing the first year-class found in the dataset (HYmin) and
the average month in which hatching occurs (HM ), the time at
which the individual hatched (HT) is:
HT = (HY − HYmin ) × 12 + HM .

(17)

Similarly, the time at which this individual was captured (CaptT) is:
CaptT = (CaptY − HYmin ) × 12 + CaptM .

(18)

Finally, the estimated age in months of this individual is (when

Figure 4. Schematic of the elements used to estimate the age of an
individual in months. Two sampled year-class are shown (black
histograms), with a mean month of hatch (HM ) in April. Here, an
individual belonging to the 1981 year-class was captured in July (CaptM)
of year 1983 (CaptY), at the age-class 2 (AgeC). “Time” is the number of
months since the beginning of the time-series, i.e. January of the ﬁrst
year-class found in samples (1980).
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In a single survey sample, a given year-class is observed at a given age.
Combining Equations (13) and (14) provides an estimate of the total
number of larvae that hatched and resulted in the observation of
N(HY) individuals. If an additional sample is collected later in
time, the same year-class may be observed a second time (at an
older age), providing a second estimate of the initial number of
larvae for that same year-class. Summing estimates as shown in
Equation (13) would result in an estimate that is double the actual
value. It is therefore necessary to average estimates of the initial
number of fish across samples, using the number of times a
year-class was sampled [Ns(HY), Figure 3]:

It is worth noting that the factors which PO depends on can be
separated into two groups: (i) the variables that represent instantaneous processes occurring at the time and location of capture (Ppres,
Psel, Pa, and Ppop) and (ii) the probability of surviving, which
depends on the cumulative mortality experienced by an individual
from the time of hatching to capture (Ps). Using an age-dependent
formulation of mortality (instead of one that is length-dependent)
and requiring solely the length-at-capture of each individual to estimate its probability of being selected enables the IBA approach
to compute year-class strength estimates irrespective of the
growth history of each fish. Consequently, the approach would be
equally accurate (or inaccurate) across any growth model formulation (see Supplementary material, Part 5).
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accounting for an age 0 months):
AgeM = CaptT − HT .

(19)

M
× (AgeM + 1)
−
Ps = e 12
.

(20)

If mortality is age-dependent [M(age), year21], the probability of
surviving takes a cumulative form:
−

Ps = e

 M(age)
.
12
0

AgeM

(21)

Each mortality rate associated with an age in years is divided by 12
and repeated 12 times in a series of monthly values. The sum of
values from the start of this series (age-0 months) to AgeM is then
used to compute the cumulative probability of survival.
Similarly, a time-series of monthly fishing mortalities can be
computed from annual values [F(t), year21], ranging from time 1
(i.e. January of HYmin, Figure 4) to the time of the last capture in
the survey. Using the sum of monthly values from the time of
hatch (HT) to the time of capture (CaptT), the cumulative probability of surviving harvesting is:
 F(t)
Ps = e HT 12 .
−

CaptT

(22)

Ultimately, the probability of surviving given an age-dependent
mortality and a time-dependent fishing mortality is:
−

Ps = e


AgeM
0

M(age) /12+

CaptT
HT


F(t) /12

.

(23)

Equations (14– 16) were used to estimate year-class strength from
each simulated dataset (Table 2) by (i) knowing the proportion of
fish aged in each sample, (ii) computing each individual probability
of being selected, (iii) estimating each individual probability of survival, and (iv) counting the number of times each year-class was
sampled (Ns). Due to the large number of simulations, some
model outputs (simulations S1 – S12, S18, and S19) are shown and
discussed in the Supplementary material along with plots of the
catch-curve fits for all simulations. Figures in the Supplementary
material are denoted “S_”. The software used for the population
model and the estimations of year-class strength was the R statistical
computing environment, version 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2015).

Results

Constant mortality, length-dependent selectivity,
and irregular sampling (S20)
Results for simulations with constant mortality, length-dependent
selectivity, and regular sampling (S18, S19) are shown in Part 1 of
the Supplementary material (Figure S3). Under constant mortality,
when time-varying proportions of individuals were sampled irregularly and according to a dome-shaped length-dependent selectivity
function, the catch-curve method failed to estimate year-class
strength (Figure 5j and k). Using this method resulted in a spurious
trend in year-class strength, which was solely due to the sampling
regime. The constancy and magnitude of year-class strength were accurately captured by the IBA, as long as the age-class 0 individuals
collected in March and April were excluded from samples.

Constant mortality, multiple samples (S13– S17)

Age-dependent mortality (S21– S22)

When sampling occurred regularly, for example, every June, yearclass strength estimated with the catch-curve method appropriately
reflected the constant trend in the actual numbers of larvae released
annually (Figure 5a). However, the values were underestimated
because individuals which, on average hatched in April, were
sampled in June. This offset resulted in individuals that had

When survey data were collected from a population simulated under
age-dependent mortality and if mortality was assumed constant in
the IBA, both the catch-curve method and the IBA failed to estimate
year-class strength accurately (Figure 6a). Using an age-dependent
mortality rate in the population model expectedly resulted in incorrect estimates of year-class strength from the catch-curve method
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Once the age in months of an individual has been estimated, its
probability of surviving may be estimated with a greater accuracy
than if its age were expressed in years [Equation (10)], using the
number of months, an individual has survived to 12ths of an
annual mortality rate (M, year21):

experienced 3 months of mortality unaccounted for in the aggregate
age-classes used by the catch-curve method.
When sampling occurred irregularly in different months across
years, estimates from the catch-curve method did not reflect the
constancy of the actual year-class strength (Figure 5b and c),
despite the excellent fit of the catch-curves to the data
(Supplementary Figure S5). This was due to the ageing inaccuracy
caused by rounding ages to integers, which occurred when linear
regressions were fitted to the number of individuals pooled by ageclasses. Furthermore, because sampling occurred in different
months across years, the magnitude of the ageing inaccuracy was
variable and resulted in variable and erroneous year-class strength
estimates (see also Supplementary Figure S1).
When the IBA was applied to the entire simulated dataset
(Figure 5b), the number of larvae hatched in year 8 was underestimated, due to the collection of samples in the March of year 8,
during larval recruitment (see also Supplementary Figure S2).
Excluding age-class 0 individuals from that sample (i.e. age-class 0
individuals from year-class 8) enabled the accurate estimation of
year-class strength in year 8, which in this case was estimated from
age-class 2 individuals sampled in year 10 (Figure 5c).
Similarly, for multiple samples collected in some years, the
ageing inaccuracy inherent in the catch-curve method resulted in
poor estimates of year-class strength (Figure 5d–i), particularly if
all age-classes were not observed on some sampling dates
(Figure 5g). For the IBA, once age-class 0 individuals were excluded
from March and April samples (i.e. during larval recruitment), the
approach resulted in accurate estimates (Figure 5f), even if some
age-classes were missing from samples (Figure 5g).
Unsurprisingly, a time-varying proportion of individuals aged
from samples resulted in poor estimates of year-class strength
using the catch-curve method (Figure 5h and i). One of the assumptions of that method is the constancy of the proportion of the population that is sampled. In this case, the resulting estimates combine
biases from the ageing inaccuracy due to irregular sampling with the
inconstancy of the proportion of individuals that are aged
(Figure 2d). When accounting for the proportion of fish aged in
each sample, the IBA successfully estimated year-class strength
(Figure 5i).
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Figure 5. Year-class strength. The number of larvae released in the population model annually (clear grey), the catch-curve (black) and
individual-based (mean: dark grey; range: horizontal segments) estimates are overlaid. Crosses denote year-classes sampled at only one age-class.
The locations of triangles symbolize dates of sampling. Stars denote cases where age-class 0 individuals were excluded from samples collected in
March and/or April. For simulation S17, as part of the individual-based estimation, the proportion of individuals that were aged from samples (Pa)
was either set to 1 (h) or to the values prescribed during the simulation (i). Details on each simulation (S2) are given in Table 2.
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according to its age in months and the corresponding cumulative
age-dependent mortality [Equation (21)] resulted in accurate yearclass strength estimates (Figure 6b), even under a complex sampling
regime (Figure 6c).

Combined age-dependent and time-varying ﬁshing
mortality (S23–S25)
Including a time-varying fishing mortality in the population model
without including it in the IBA resulted in underestimates for yearclasses hatched during or before the occurrence of fishing

Figure 6. Year-class strength. The number of larvae released in the population model annually (clear grey), the catch-curve (black) and
individual-based (mean: dark grey; range: horizontal segments) estimates are overlaid. Crosses denote year-classes sampled at only one age-class.
The locations of triangles symbolize dates of sampling. Stars denote cases where age-class 0 individuals were excluded from samples collected in
March and April. For simulation S21, as part of the individual-based estimation, the individual probability of survival (Ps) was either computed with a
constant mortality set at 0.83 year21 (a) or according to the age-dependent mortality prescribed during the simulation (b). For simulation S23, as
part of the individual-based estimation, the individual probability of survival (Ps) was either computed according to the age-dependent mortality
prescribed during the simulation (d) or according to the combined age-dependent and time-varying ﬁshing mortality prescribed during the
simulation (e). Details on each simulation (S2) are given in Table 2.
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(Figure 6), as a consequence of the non-linearity of the logtransformed numbers-at-age (e.g. Supplementary Figure S12).
Attempting to compute the probability of survival using a constant
mortality rate of 0.83 year21 within the IBA resulted in a parabolic
trend of year-class strength (Figure 6a). This was due to the differing
age composition of year-classes in samples, where, for instance,
year-class 1 was represented by older individuals for which the probability of survival was underestimated (i.e. their mortality was overestimated, Figure 2a). If the age-dependent mortality rates are
known, computing each individual’s probability of survival
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Effect of variability in natural mortality
Adding increasing levels of variability in natural mortality during
simulations did not drastically bias IBA estimates (Figure 7).
Under maximum variability (Mvar ¼ 100%), the root mean
square error of estimates reached a maximum at around 3 × 106
(Figure 7l) corresponding to 10% of the average annual simulated
year-class strength (ca. 30 × 106). Overall, increasing levels of variability resulted in increasingly overestimated year-class strength
when using the IBA (Figure 7b –k). This is due to the non-linear
(saturating) relationship between the probability of dying and the
instantaneous mortality rate [Equation (3)]. For example, if we consider an annual mortality rate of M ¼ 2.0 year21 and mortality variability of Mvar ¼ 70%, the monthly probability of dying [Equation
(3)] will range between 0.0488 and 0.2467, which averages to 0.1477
and is ,0.1535, the actual monthly probability of dying under M ¼
2.0 year21. The effect of this non-linearity becomes more prevalent
as the variability in mortality increases.

Discussion
Limitations of the catch-curve method
This study shows that rounding the age of individuals into integers
may lead to erroneous mortality estimates. This raises the question
of how frequently this may occur. For an individual that may have
hatched in any month of a given year and may have been captured
in any month of the following year, there are 12 pairs of months
for which the individual will have experienced mortality for an
entire year (e.g. hatched in January and captured in January of the
next year). Given all the possible combinations of hatching and
capture months (12 × 12 ¼ 144), only 8.33% of the cases in
which rounding of the age of individuals into years will result in
correct age designations for the purposes of mortality estimation.
For the remaining 91.67% of cases, age—and therefore mortality—would be either under- or overestimated. If repeated sampling
does not occur at regular intervals in subsequent years, the resulting
observations will comprise individuals that have experienced mortality over different durations. In this case, spurious trends in yearclass strength will result from application of the catch-curve
method. This highlights the importance of the timing of sampling
for mortality estimates based on counts of individuals pooled by
age-classes (see also Xiao and Wang, 2007).
Apart from mortality miscalculation, pooling individuals into
age-classes results in the assumption that other processes are
equal among individuals, such as their probability of selection by
a sampling device. Attempting to correct for the effect of gear selectivity on counts-at-age data using the average length-at-age would
result in imprecise estimates due to the variability in length-at-age.
All processes that act at the individual scale and determine the observation of each individual must therefore be accounted for before any
form of data pooling. The precision gained by our IBA was

successfully demonstrated in all cases, including those with
complex sampling regimes, variable larval supply and mortality
schedules (Figure 6g).
A final issue with the catch-curve method that was brought to
light by this study concerns the assumption of constancy of gear selectivity through time. As shown, the age distribution of sampled
year-classes—and therefore the size distribution—depends on the
timing of sampling. Consequently, the size-dependent probability
of selection of a year-class may vary, and this is true even if the
gear does not change over time (see also Supplementary Figure
S3). For the catch-curve approach to be valid, the assumption of
constant gear selectivity must therefore always be accompanied by
the assumption of constancy in the size distribution of individuals.
In several cases where the catch-curve assumptions were violated,
year-class strength estimates using the catch-curve method were extremely far from the true values due to the improper fit of the
linear regressions to the log-transformed catch-at-age data (see
Supplementary material, part 2). In such cases, the catch-at-age
data were clearly not suitable for a catch-curve approach and would
have been discarded in a real-world situation. These results were
shown for consistency through all sampling regimes and mortality
schedules tested.

Limitations of the IBA
Although we have demonstrated that the IBA can provide more accurate estimates of year-class strength, our method has some limitations. A major limitation is the fact that all individuals are assumed
to have hatched during the same month [HM , Equation (17)].
Although a different month could be assigned to each year class
(if there was evidence to support such interannual changes), not
all individuals from a given year class necessarily hatch in the
same month. This approximation will affect the estimation of the
time of hatching and therefore influence mortality estimates (see
Supplementary Figure S17). The impact of this approximation
was not apparent in our year-class strength estimates because (i)
the prescribed hatching period was short and therefore the error
was minimal, and (ii) the frequency distribution of hatch dates
was symmetrical around April; therefore, the error made on individuals hatched in March was compensated by the error made on
those hatched in May. The accurate application of the IBA for yearclass strength estimation is therefore limited to species characterized
by a relatively short and symmetrical hatching period. However, this
issue would be avoided if the hatch-date of individuals is known precisely; for example, hatch-date frequency distributions may be
reconstructed from young fish aged with a daily resolution.
Another limitation of the IBA is that it requires quantification of
the processes determining the individual probability of being
observed [PO, Equation (16)]. As a proof of concept, estimates
were computed using known parameter values from a simulated
population, which accounts for the accuracy of the IBA estimates
we obtained. Given the form of the equations, it can be inferred
that results will be particularly sensitive to mortality rates and the
parameters of the selectivity function, because these parameters
appear in exponential functions. These processes are difficult to
quantify, but this is an unavoidable issue common to all survey
data analyses, including those focused on improving catch curves
(Wayte and Klaer, 2010; Thorson and Prager, 2011).
The probability of presence (Ppres) and the proportion of the
population sampled (Ppop) were ignored in computations (both
parameters were set equal to 1). In recent years, the understanding
of environmental and life history processes driving the availability
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(Figures 2b and 6d). The inclusion of the cumulative fishing mortality experienced by each individual from hatch to capture [Equation
(23)] allowed the accurate estimation of year-class strength
(Figure 6e).
Ultimately, the IBA was able to estimate year-class strength when
larval recruitment varied from year to year (Figure 6f), even if some
age-classes were not collected in survey samples (Figure 6g). Under
such conditions, the catch-curve method produced spurious estimates and was, in particular, unable to distinguish strong from
weak year-classes.
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Figure 7. Effect of variability in natural mortality (Mvar, %; see the Simulations section) on year-class strength estimates for simulation S25 (Table 2).
The number of larvae released in the population model annually (clear grey), the catch-curve (black) and individual-based (mean: dark grey; range:
horizontal segments) estimates are overlaid. Crosses denote year-classes sampled at only one age-class. Results with increasing levels of variability are
shown (b– k), as well as the root mean square error computed between the actual year-class strength and the individual-based estimates for each
level of variability (l).
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Advantages of the IBA
Approaching the analysis of survey data with an individual focus
helped to avoid the main limitation of catch-curves—and arguably
other methods—namely the aggregation of individuals into integer
year classes. By assuming an individual’s month of hatching and
knowing its month of capture, the cumulative mortality experienced
by that individual can be reconstructed with greater accuracy than if
yearly approximations had been used. Because each individual
experiences a unique history, the pooling of individuals into ageclasses generates imprecision in mortality estimates. This is particularly true when sampling does not occur in the same month each
year (in which case annual age-classes comprise a range of actual
monthly ages) and when not all age-classes are collected in a given
sampling event, both prevalent characteristics of field sampling.
An additional advantage of the IBA lies in the computation of variables that are sample-specific such as the probability of being
selected (Psel). As a result, the IBA may be applied to a dataset collating individuals sampled with gears characterized by different selectivities because Psel can be computed for each individual according
to the gear with which it was sampled.
Overall, the main strength of the IBA to estimating year-class
strength lies in its greater objectivity because it requires fewer
assumptions about the dynamics of the sampled population. In particular, the assumption of population steady state is not required for
the IBA equations to be valid. Also, in contrast to the catch-curve
method, the IBA does not require subjective treatment of the
catch-at-age data, such as the determination of the age of full recruitment to the fishery or the point of truncation of older ages (Smith
et al., 2012). Finally, the method is straightforward to apply. A stepwise guide to applying the IBA to field survey data is provided in the
Supplementary material (Part 4).

Additional applications of the IBA
Because the processes resulting in the presence of an individual in a
sample are explicitly included in computations [Equation (16)], the
method enables sensitivity analyses to be carried out on each
process. For example, it would be possible to investigate the effect
of different selectivity functions sequentially, or, based on multiple
estimates from a range of parameter values, quantify the resulting
uncertainty around year-class strength estimates.
As part of our experiments, we identified an issue concerning the
handling of observations of age-class 0 individuals during the hatching period. As shown (e.g. Figures 5 and 6, Supplementary Figure
S2), the inclusion of such individuals in computations caused
underestimates of the strength of the year-class to which they
belong. These observations, however, can be used to inform the
hatching period of the species sampled. For instance, if removing
all age-class 0 individuals sampled in a given month from a survey
dataset resulted in higher year-class strength estimates, this would
indicate that the hatching period was not completed by that month.
The framework described in this study could be adapted to any
organism for which age data are collected. Additional agedependent or time-varying processes thought to affect the probability of being observed [PO, Equation (16)] could be included in computations, such as time-varying vital rates (Thorson et al., 2015;
Webber and Thorson, 2015) or time-varying gear selectivity
(Aires-da-silva and Maunder, 2015). The temporal resolution of
computations could also be modified, for instance, to a daily resolution and enable hatch-date analyses for young fish aged by counting daily otolith growth increments.
Given the implicit inclusion in computations of the processes
governing the sampling regime, the method could further inform
optimal or sufficient sampling strategies. For instance, year-class
strength estimates computed from a given dataset could be compared with those obtained from the same dataset after subsampling
individuals at a lower frequency (e.g. every 6 months instead of every
3 months). Similarly, random subsamples of individuals within a
given sampling event could be examined to determine the optimal
proportion of aged fish (i.e. the minimum proportion for which
year-class strength estimates remain unbiased). In addition, since
the method enables a certain level of standardization of sampling
effects, information provided by different surveys could be compared or combined, an otherwise difficult task (Simmonds et al.,
2010).
Considering the known large fluctuations of mortality during the
larval stage (Houde, 2002), the assumption of constant (and
density-independent) mortality during the first year of life may be
invalid (and result in spurious year-class strength estimates from
both the IBA and the catch-curve method). In such cases, IBA yearclass strength estimates could be compared with information provided by egg, ichthyoplankton, and/or juvenile surveys to investigate
early-stage survival and its departure from the linear approximation.
An additional application of the IBA is the estimation of recruitment to the population at any chosen age. For example, the IBA
could be constrained to estimate the initial number of 12-month-old
individuals by computing the cumulative age-dependent mortality
experienced between the age of 12 months and the age at capture,
and, time-varying mortality experienced between 12 months after
the supposed time of hatch and the time of capture [Equation
(23)]. By extension, the approach could be used to estimate recruitment in each age resulting in counts-at-age corrected for the effects
of the sampling regime. Consequently, approaching mortality
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of fish to sampling gear has greatly improved (e.g. Williams and
Fabrizio, 2011; Kotwicki et al., 2015). Using the method presented
in this study, such processes could be included in computations at
the individual level. For instance, if the ontogenetic migrations of
a species were investigated through tag-recapture experiments
(e.g. Dorazio et al., 1994) or through otolith chemistry analyses
(e.g. Bouchard et al., 2015), the probability of presence of individuals at a sampling site could be estimated as a function of their
age and the time of year. Another challenging task is the estimation
of the proportion of the population that was sampled at any given
time. Estimating the volume of a population and its potential
changes in time is not a practical goal. An alternative is to consider
this volume as constant and equal to 1. Ppop would then be equal to
the volume sampled—which may greatly vary from tow to tow—
hence resulting in year-class strength estimates that would be a constant fraction of the actual year-class strength. The pattern of the
resulting estimates of year-class strength would still be informative
as indicative of relative changes in year-class strength.
Finally, the accuracy of the IBA relies on the availability of age data
which limits its application to data-rich species. However, if
age-at-length variability was quantified from a subset of individuals,
age could be estimated and ageing uncertainty could be propagated
through computations. For instance, assuming a normal distribution
of age-at-length with a known mean and standard deviation for each
of several length classes, such information could be used to generate
multiple year-class strength estimates. The mean of estimates would
then be informative of year-class strength, while their standard deviation would indicate the uncertainty arising from ageing uncertainty.
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estimates in relative terms (Hoenig et al., 1990), ratios of corrected
counts-at-age for two consecutive ages could inform the probability
of surviving from one age to the other (i.e. age-dependent mortality),
whereas ratios of corrected counts-at-age for the same age but over
time could inform the probability of surviving from one year to the
next (i.e. time-varying mortality).

This study demonstrates the accuracy of a new approach to estimate
year-class strength. The approach explicitly accounts for individual
variability in the presence of age-dependent and time-varying mortality, and accounts for the characteristics of the sampling regime,
such as sampling frequency irregularity, sample-specific processes
(size-dependent selectivity, proportion of the population sampled
and analysed, fish availability), and the occurrence of sampling discontinuities (random occurrence of non-observed age-classes).
Overall, this study shed light on the consequences of pooling individuals into annual age-classes, a step inherent to many survey data
analyses. The pooling of individuals into age classes generates imprecision by (i) misrepresenting the actual age of each individual
and (ii) combining a range of individual histories. The IBA,
however, requires estimates of the processes resulting in the presence
of an individual in a survey dataset—including mortality—and
therefore constitutes a potential additional tool for stock assessment. Comparison between year-class strength or recruitment estimates obtained through this approach and those obtained through
an age-structured stock assessment could be beneficial and inform
management strategies.

Supplementary data
Supplementary material is available at the ICESJMS online version
of the manuscript.
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